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Famous For Its Marvelous Motor
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Everybody LiRes The
Chandler Dispatch

J

popularity of the Chandler Dispatch, which
THE grown
by leaps and bounds and reaches to
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The Dispatch attracts young folks asjd .older ones alike.
It h a great favorite with young women. All Love to drive it,
and the charm of its beauty gives them additional' satisfaction
jn its ownership.
The Chandler Dispatch seats four persons' with utmost
comfort. The driver's position is restful. The cushions are
deep, well tilted and trimmed in the best of genuine hand
buffed leather!
Withits wonderful flexibility of power, its ?ase of driving
and realwrnifort, characteristic of all Chandler models, everybody likes the Dispatch.
j
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SIX SPLENDID PpDY TYPES

.

Roadster,

Four-Pastmg- er

Dispatch Car,

12075
Coupe, S2S9S

Four-Passent- er

-
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every corner of the world, is based not only on the
grace of its trim design and its beautiful Rainbow
Bine finish, but is due quite as much to the .standard
Chandler .chassis upon which it is mounted.

Seyen-Patsfing- er

Sedan,

$2995

er

I AII Pticuf.

.

Oleson Motor
'

349
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limousine, f3M5

CtmUni. Oki.)

Car Company

North Commercial

St?, Salem.

CHANPLWl MOTOR CAR 'COMPANY,
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Money Saved Is M oney Earned
With the H. C. L.,it is necessary to practice
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the easiest and most effective economy that can be practiced
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SAW, OREGON
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Boys

and Girls Together and Meet us at

Thursday, April 29, 1920, 4 p.m.
Admission Free!
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every economy and

without a curtailment of either comforts or necessities is CAR
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ECONOMY.

ford Products Permit this Saving
It is acknowledged by all that FORD CARS have the LOWEST UPKEEP of any car made. Think
of the present advances in GAS, OIL and TIRES. Gas is now 28c. Oil has advanced 20c a gallon

to 20 per cent. It is not the first cost of a car that counts, it's the "UPKEEP." Why
TIRES,
drive big, heavy cars that are GAS and OIL EATERS, and carry BIG,
;
'
when you can drive a FORD and minimize your car expense? Ask a Ford owner.
and tires

15

HIGH-PRICE- D

Insist On Genuine Ford Parts

